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Recent Conclusions on the Theory of Humanistic Buddhism:
Looking at Venerable Master Hsing Yun from Hear Me Out: Messages from a Humble Monk

A Brief Introduction
The book Hear Me Out: Messages from a Humble Monk1 was written by Venerable
Master Hsing Yun and published in 2015. The book, among the nearly thirty million
Chinese characters written by the Venerable Master so far, has two distinct features.
Firstly, it is a work of Buddhist apologetics in the contemporary era, written in response
to the recent accusations against the Buddhist Compassion Relief Tzu Chi Foundation
made by the Taiwanese media. The special causes and conditions of its writing endow this
book with a distinctive theme, and with a high degree of realism and relevance.
Secondly, this book was an oral recount by Venerable Master Hsing Yun at the age
of nearly ninety. It provides a systematic record of his recent thoughts. It is therefore
an important work that reflects and embodies the latest doctrine of Venerable Master‘s
Humanistic Buddhism.
I had an opportunity to have the first reading of the compilation before publication,
and I put forward the following four points when Venerable Master’s twentieth section of
oral recount was being transcribed into writing:
1. Hear Me Out: Messages from a Humble Monk is a piece of work that conveys a
warning against Buddhist persecution in Chinese society;
2. The book sets an example of crisis management in Buddhism;
3. The book reflects Venerable Master’s latest contemplation on the issues regarding
Cross-Strait relations;
4. The book condenses Venerable Master’s thoughts on Humanistic Buddhism to
their essence.2
With reference to the last point, I noted, according to my impression at that time,
two important points in particular. The first is “the ideas regarding wealth exemplify
the latest and most systematic thoughts of Venerable Master Hsing Yun towards wealth,
which are worthy of our in-depth study.” The second is what I pointed out in the last
section of the book, An Honest Revelation: “The text is very beautiful, and the thoughts
were powerfully penetrating. It can be regarded as the latest condensed summary of the
thinking of the nearly ninety-year-old Venerable Master. It contains all the essentials of
his ideas on Humanistic Buddhism.”3
Today, both the traditional and the simplified Chinese versions of Venerable Master’s
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book have been published. At a conference on the publication of the simplified version, he
made a public speech at the invitation of the National Museum and introduced his thoughts
on the background of the book. I was honored to have participated in the presentation and
listened in person to his magnificent speech that day. This deepened my understanding
and knowledge of Venerable Master’s writing. In my opinion, his book has condensed the
essence of his thought on Humanistic Buddhism. Because it was published when he was
nearly ninety years old, displays a high degree of maturity, a depth and clarity of thought,
a systematic doctrine, it should therefore be considered as the latest on the essential points
of his Humanistic Buddhism. Now, let us further pursue the ideological value of Hear Me
Out: Messages from a Humble Monk from this perspective.
1. Reaffirmation of the Spiritual Principles of Humanistic Buddhism
Humanistic Buddhism embodies and holds true to the original intents of the
Buddha, and is the “ideal model” of Buddhism. Both in history and in reality, Buddhism
has applied “Humanistic Buddhism” as its philosophical model. It was probably not
perfect, and could not satisfy all the requirements of “Humanistic Buddhism,” but it was
the driving force and goal, thereby constantly seeking to meet the philosophical model.
The 19th to 20th centuries were a time of significant transformation in civilization.
A similar transformation also happened in Buddhism as it expanded its efforts to liberate
the causally-conditioned lives of humans. Therefore, modern Humanistic Buddhism has
flourished.
In the second half of the 20th century, the theory and practice of Humanistic Buddhism
developed in regions of Taiwan. From these areas, it expanded throughout the world. In
the last two decades of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st century, through
the continuous efforts of Venerable Master Hsing Yun and others, Humanistic Buddhism
has once again returned to Mainland China. The establishment of Dajue Temple is an
important symbol of the significant progress made in Mainland China.
Modern Humanistic Buddhism has developed to a historical height. Concurrently, it
is also an era when Humanistic Buddhism faces a time of rethinking and repositioning.4 In
2013, the Fo Guang Shan Buddhist Order founded the Institute of Humanistic Buddhism,
with Venerable Master acting as its president. Its objectives are to comprehensively reflect
upon and organize the thought, the history, and the practice of Humanistic Buddhism.
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This is a critical sign that Humanistic Buddhism is in a special stage of development.
As a movement that “innovates by returning to the root” and rejuvenates Buddhism,
modern Humanistic Buddhism has been subjected to various criticisms and censures
during its development. Although today’s Humanistic Buddhism has had remarkable
achievements and received worldwide attention for its theory, implementation, structure,
and culture, it also faces many denouncements and accusations. In addition, Buddhism in
Mainland China is entering a stage of reorganization in knowledge, faith, and theory. At
this stage, various kinds of thoughts and ideas are pouring in from all sides, and people’s
ideas are fragile and changeable.
Therefore, at such a crucial historical moment, as a prominent founder and advocate
of contemporary Humanistic Buddhism, the declarations of, and positions taken by
Venerable Master on the development of Buddhism carry particular significance. In Hear
Me Out: Messages from a Humble Monk, he states:
All my life, I have aspired to propagate Humanistic Buddhism.
Anything that is taught by the Buddha himself, is needed
by human beings, is pure, and is virtuous and beautiful; any
teaching that promotes the happiness of humanity is regarded as
Humanistic Buddhism. In addition, we should regard suffering
as the conditions that strengthen us. While impermanence means
nothing is fixed, it can also change our futures and improve our
lives. Emptiness does not mean “nothingness,” but rather, to
build upon the idea of existence. Only when there is emptiness
can there be existence. In my life, I have owned nothing; is this
not the idea of wondrous existence arising from true emptiness?
I firmly believe that the teachings of Humanistic Buddhism will
be a guiding ray of light for humanity in the future. Speaking
good words is truthful, doing good deeds is virtuous, and thinking
good thoughts is beautiful. We must let truth, virtue, and beauty
take root in our society through practicing the Three Acts of
Goodness. Wisdom is prajna, benevolence is compassion, and
courage is bodhi wisdom. We must strive to achieve them so that
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we can develop a mind of morality, concentration, and wisdom
by practicing the bodhisattva path as our spiritual cultivation.
Humanistic Buddhism originates from the Buddha, and has
now become widespread. For this reason, the development of
Fo Guang Shan and Buddha’s Light International Association
(BLIA) will definitely become one of the most inclusive Buddhist
organizations in the world.5
The paragraphs quoted above reveal that Venerable Master has taken the “propagation
of Humanistic Buddhism as his career and his mission.” He has also proclaimed his
“firm belief” that “Humanistic Buddhism will bring a bright future to the human world.”
Venerable Master hereby declares not only that his lifelong path of propagating Buddhism
has followed the ideological way of Humanistic Buddhism, but also that the route taken
by Fo Guang Shan in the future will certainly continue on the same ideological road.
The above-mentioned proclamations clearly and explicitly reaffirm the two core spiritual
principles of Humanistic Buddhism: “holding true to the original intents of the Buddha is
Humanistic Buddhism” and that “humans now and in the future should walk the path of
Humanistic Buddhism.”
“All vexations are suffering,” “all phenomena are impermanent,” and “everything
is empty” are the fundamental tenets of Buddhism. Venerable Master has made new
interpretations of these basic teachings based on the ideas of Humanistic Buddhism. These
interpretations can be regarded as the essence and core of Venerable Master’s Buddhist
doctrinal expositions. Therefore, these few paragraphs reaffirm the ideological principles
of his own interpretation of Humanistic Buddhist doctrine.
Furthermore, as we have already pointed out, Humanistic Buddhism, on the one
hand, keeps the traditional core values of Buddhism. On the other hand, it is more humancentered, and pays attention to real life and the modern value of social engagement. In
these few paragraphs, Venerable Master stressed the implementation of the movement
of the Three Acts of Goodness so that it will “take root in society.” We must be wise,
kind, and brave to allow our practice of the precepts, concentration, and wisdom to
“germinate in our hearts.” He also concluded that the cultivation of Humanistic Buddhism
is the “bodhisattva path.” He proceeded to expound upon the “bodhisattva path” with
regard to the three main values of Humanistic Buddhism. This is a clear declaration and
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confirmation of the value of leadership pertaining to Humanistic Buddhism.
Therefore, we think that the first important ideological and theoretical value of Hear
Me Out: Messages from a Humble Monk is that this book is an elucidation and continuation
of contemporary Humanistic Buddhism’s developmental path over the past century, and
the Humanistic Buddhism development in Taiwan province. It’s also the reconfirmation
of 1. the development of modern Humanistic Buddhism over the past hundred years; 2.
the contemporary development and propagation of Humanistic Buddhism in Taiwan; 3.
Venerable Master’s career of more than seventy years propagating the Dharma, and 4.
the framework of Humanistic Buddhism theory and practice which has been developed
by the Fo Guang Shan Buddhist Order over the last fifty years. The reconfirmation has
directional and indicative significance on the reflection on the Humanistic Buddhism in
the past, the review of its present practice, and its expansion in the times to come, can all
be said to have significance for guiding and setting the direction into the future.
2. A Clear Declaration on the Issues of Gender, Monastics, and the Laity
In my essay, “Venerable Master Hsing Yun’s Ten Great Contributions to Buddhism,”
I stated that “successfully modernizing Buddhism is the sixth major contribution of
Venerable Master Hsing Yun.”6 The “modernization of Buddhism” mentioned here
includes the bold adoption of the modern method of promoting the Dharma, the promotion
of Buddhism through arts and culture, using cultural, education, and charity enterprises
as a means to reconstruct the social role of Buddhism in modern society. The article also
pointed out that the so-called “modernization of Buddhism” does not mean that tradition
must be treated with a divisive attitude. On the contrary, in the view of Venerable Master
Hsing Yun, it is reasonable to balance modern values with traditional values, and to preserve
traditional values with modern values. To achieve a certain balance and integration is
the right path for the modernization of Buddhism. In essence, the “modernization” of
Buddhism actually refers to actively promoting the interaction and exchange between the
values of the Buddhist tradition and the modern universal values. In the course of such
interaction and exchange, the old wisdom of Buddhism is maintained on the one hand,
while on the other hand, it provides positive guidance for modern civilization and life.
Commenting on the Sixth Great Contribution made by Venerable Master in
promoting the modern transformation of Buddhism, I pointed out in particular:
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“With skill and acuity, he has responded to the universal value
of gender equality in modern society. The active advocacy of
Fo Guang Shan for equal rights between men and women, the
great respect for the value of women in Buddhism, the notable
promotion of women’s roles and positions in the Saṅgha, can be
considered as some of the most commendable reforms in modern
Buddhist history.”7
The article also pointed out that another important contribution made by Venerable
Master to Buddhism is to promote the rationalization of the relationship between the
monastics and the laity by further developing the laity’s beliefs by providing an active role
in promoting the Dharma. The article listed this contribution as the fourth of the Ten Great
Contributions to Buddhism. The implication of the above discussion is that Humanistic
Buddhism places importance on the pursuit of gender equality and a balanced relationship
between monastics and the laity. These are concepts in Venerable Master’s Humanistic
Buddhism that are worthy of careful consideration.
In Chapter 23 of Hear Me Out: Messages from a Humble Monk, titled “My
Personality of Equality” again raised the issue of equality. Venerable Master wrote:
In today’s society, there is inequality in power, inequality in
size, inequality in wealth, and inequality in affairs, inequality
between men and women, inequality of wisdom and ignorance.
Simply put, in Buddhist terms, these result from differences in
“my view,” “your view,” and “the view of all sentient beings.”
These differences cause inequality, and as a result there are
disagreements, conflicts, and opposing views. In fact, many
of these inequalities are self-contradictory. Basically, all living
beings coexist and are one with the Buddha.8
This passage tells us that Venerable Master does not see the occurrences like
the inequalities of gender or inequalities of professional religious people and amateur
religious workers in isolation, but instead, he understands the issue of human equality
from a broader and deeper perspective on human life. Furthermore, in the book, he bases
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his idea of equality on the Buddhist concepts of “oneness and coexistence” and “sentient
beings and the Buddha are one.” With this idea, he responds to and deals with various
inequalities in modern society including “gender inequality.”
In particular, on the issue of gender equality, he wrote in this passage:
When establishing Fo Guang Shan, I advocated equality between
men and women. In Buddhism, a common practice in the past was
to have men in the front, women at the back; men in the middle,
women on the side. In my opinion, I think this should not be the
case. Therefore, in the Fo Guang Shan monastic order, whether it
is in the shrine or dining hall, the males are on the right side while
females are on the left side. By dividing the group in two halves
rather than front to back, have we not achieved equality?9
On the topic of equality of monastics and the laity, he wrote:
In Buddhism, there is no difference in the buddha-nature of
monastics and lay people, even though they are at different levels.
Therefore, I advocated that “the fourfold community is together
as one, the monastics and the laity are equal.” I set up a Buddhist
college where both lay people and monastics can enroll as long
as they are enthusiastic about learning Buddhism. This provides
equal rights for monastics and the laity. I also told Buddha’s Light
International Association (BLIA) members that “the monastics
and the laity are like arms for a person or wings on a bird, both
share the responsibility of promoting the Dharma.”10
Based on the Buddha’s consciousness and advocacy of equality, Venerable Master
believes that in modern society, when we see conceited monastics who think they have a
higher status than lay people, or men who think they have higher status than women, we
should respond to such inequality with: “I think these are outdated and ugly, and so the
thinking behind the words and actions should be eradicated.” The commentary that the
inequality of gender and inequality of monastics and the laity are “ugly” is a reflection that
the “thinking behind the words and actions” do not conform to the Buddha’s enlightened
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equality. The commentary that the inequality is “outdated” reflects that the “thinking
behind the words and actions” do not conform to the universal values in modern society.
Therefore, we can see that it is through continuous interaction and exchange between
the core values of Buddhism and modern universal values that and the BLIA groups led
by him can break through the gender and religious inequalities and clearly establish the
two objective values of “gender equality” and “monastic and laity equality” in modern
Buddhism.
Gender issues and the relationship between monastics and the laity are two
important issues in which modern Humanistic Buddhism makes every effort to discuss.
It is also a sensitive topic which the wider Buddhist monastic community so far has not
thoroughly addressed. It is no exaggeration to say that the ability to use reason on these
two issues will determine the future of Buddhism. Throughout his life, Venerable Master
has promoted the rationalization and resolution of these two important issues. We can
state clearly that this is one of the most important achievements in the development from
traditional to modern Buddhism in the last hundred years. It also provides a clear direction
of innovation for the continued transformation and healthy development of Buddhism for
the future.
3. Precepts in Humanistic Buddhism
Buddhist precepts are rules and ethical codes of conduct for maintaining the unity
of the Saṅgha and regulating the everyday life and spiritual cultivation of believers. In the
history of Indian Buddhism, studying and interpreting precepts were considered to be one
aspect of the threefold training. It can be seen that the precepts have played an especially
important role in the transmission and development of Buddhism.
At the same time, as a concrete expression of Buddhist rules, they were passed
down in an authoritarian, institutional, and written forms. They served as regulations
that monastics and lay believers must abide by. Since ancient times, these precepts have
been the most traditional part of Buddhism, and thus have been relatively conservative.
Therefore, in the modern transition of Buddhism and the development of Humanistic
Buddhism, how to inherit the traditional precepts, how to keep the essence of traditional
precepts, and how to update the precepts to adapt to modern society, are very difficult
questions for the reform of Buddhism.
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We are pleased to see in the book Hear Me Out: Messages from a Humble Monk,
that Venerable Master dedicated one of the talks (Chapter 30, “My Newly Established
Precepts”) to discussing and dealing with this complicated and difficult question of
contemporary Buddhism.
How should we understand the nature of the traditional precepts in Buddhism?
Should we see them as golden rules that never change, or understand them in their social
and historical context? This is the ideological and methodological question that should
be addressed first in discussing Buddhist precepts. Venerable Master Hsing Yun has this
analysis in the book:
The Buddha established the Buddhist monastic community
(Saṅgha) and created many precepts. The seven classes of
disciples, including bhikṣu (fully ordained monks), bhikṣuṇī (fully
ordained nuns), śrāmaṇera (novice male monastics), śrāmaṇeri
(novice female monastics), upāsaka (lay male devotees),
upāsikā (lay female devotees), and śikṣamāṇā (female novice
trainees) all have their respective sets of precepts. However,
social environment, material conditions, cultural background,
geography and climate, local customs, and so on all affected the
development of these precepts.11
These words by Venerable Master clearly show his understanding of the nature of
the Buddhist precepts. That is, the formulation of Buddhist precepts was associated with
many social and cultural factors in the Indian society at the time of the Buddha and the
subsequent era. Factors influencing the formulation of the precepts include the social
environment, material conditions, cultural background, geography and climate, and local
customs. In other words, there are complex relationships between the formation of the
Buddhist precepts and India’s historical and cultural factors. Buddhist precepts cannot be
treated separately from the historical and cultural factors of India at that time. The manner
in which Venerable Master Hsing Yun looks at the precepts is based on the Buddhist
theory of dependent origination.
The Buddhist precepts that were developed in India took India’s historical and
cultural factors into account. By the same token, after its spread in China, the precepts
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had to be adapted in accordance with China’s history and culture.
In the book, Venerable Master used the example of Baizhang’s development of
monastic pure rules (清規, qinggui) to demonstrate this point:
When Buddhism spread to China, the patriarchs of the past
understood the importance of precepts for monastic life: there is no
Saṅgha without precepts. However, they also knew that it would
have been impossible for Buddhism to develop in various human
societies by exclusively relying on traditional precepts and rules.
Therefore, the patriarchs in China were very wise, with “Baizhang
developing monastic pure rules” as a good example. They did
not violate the Buddha’s principles, but replaced precepts with
monastic pure rules. It is fair to say that for more than a thousand
years it was the monastic rules among Buddhist communities that
helped Buddhism survive and thrive. These rules maintained the
unity of Saṅgha and made Buddhism illuminating.12
Chinese patriarchs demonstrated their special wisdom in inheriting and reforming
the precept system. As Venerable Master summarized, “They did not violate the Buddha’s
principles, but replaced precepts with monastic pure rules.” Based on the understanding
of the rationale in the transition from Indian Buddhism’s precepts to Chinese monastic
rules, he concluded in his book that the reform of Buddhist precepts was appropriate and
inevitable. He stated:
However, later some stubborn disciples emphasized, ‘those
precepts that were made by the Buddha cannot be changed;
the rules that the Buddha did not make cannot be added’.
According to the Buddha’s teachings, everything in this world
is impermanent, and there is no fixed Dharma. Therefore, such
an argument does not align with the truth about impermanence
spoken by the Buddha. If we don’t change them according to the
law of impermanence, there will be no advancement in Buddhism.
Buddhism would not fit into today’s world.13
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Therefore, an understanding of the historical reform of Buddhist precepts must be
based on the theory of dependent origination, and take into account the inevitability and
suitability of the reform in Buddhist precepts according to the principles of impermanence
and no fixed Dharma. This is the first level of analysis in Venerable Master’s thoughts on
the reform of Buddhist precepts.
Buddhist precepts of ancient India were in accordance with the historical and
cultural factors of that time and place. Naturally, Buddhist precepts in ancient China
needed to fit well with the historical and cultural factors there. Buddhism in 21st century
is “global” Buddhism, where numerous factors related to history and culture all over the
world need to be considered in developing precepts or rules. The Buddhism of the 21st
century is Humanistic Buddhism, which means that Buddhism is not only in the temples,
but also Buddhism in families, schools, government departments, and states. To put it in
one sentence, it is a Buddhism for people’s lives and society. Buddhism should provide
guidance for these aspects in human lives. However, many of these aspects were absent in
Buddhism of the past. Therefore, the traditional precepts and monastic rules in Buddhism
are inadequate to guide the lives in worldwide Humanistic Buddhism of the twenty-first
century. Precisely for this reason, after its inauguration, Fo Guang Shan has progressively
developed many new precepts or rules, such as Venerable Master’s “How to be a Fo Guang
Buddhist” (18 lectures), “Fo Guang Shan Monastic Handbook,” regulations for BLIA
members, and others. To sum up, from the standpoint of the vision of the globalization
of Buddhism and the breadth and depth of Buddhism’s influence on human life, it is
necessary to demonstrate the urgency and inevitability in revising Buddhist precepts in
the 21st century. This is the second level of analysis in Venerable Master’s thoughts on the
reform of Buddhist precepts.
The most important topic of this article is certainly the “Ten Do’s and Ten Don’ts”
of the “Fo Guang New Precepts” developed and introduced by Venerable Master Hsing
Yun.
The “Ten Do’s” are: 1. Eat breakfast regularly; 2. Respond with facial expressions;
3. Promote junior students; 4. Recommend good people; 5. Be willing to praise others;
6. Learn patience and tolerance; 7. Cultivate compassion; 8. Have moral courage; 9. To
know conscience; and 10. Be punctual and keep promises.
The “Ten Don’ts” include: 1. Don’t be fond of designer brands; 2. Don’t put down
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others; 3. Don’t be jealous of joyous things; 4. Don’t infringe upon others; 5. Don’t use
bureaucratic language; 6. Don’t act unhumanly; 7. Don’t promise unlawful acts; 8. Don’t
bother others; 9. Don’t casually break on one’s promises; and 10. Don’t be unreasonably
emotional. In his book, listed and explained in detail the twenty “Fo Guang New Precepts”
consisting of the “Ten Do’s and Ten Don’ts.”
With regard to the nature of the “Ten Do’s and Ten Don’ts” of the “Fo Guang New
Precepts,” we think there are two points worth pointing out.
First, Venerable Master believes the “Ten Do’s” are “active cultivations” while the
“Ten Don’ts” are “passive virtues.” The latter are easier to achieve compared to the former.
Therefore, the “Fo Guang New Precepts” were developed taking into consideration the
degree of difficulty in spiritual cultivation and encompassing the idea of a step-by-step
approach in spiritual cultivation.
Second, the new precepts are expected to be observed by “the general public
and Buddhist disciples,”14 and to be “suitable” to “monastic practitioners” as well
as “everyone.”15 That is to say, the twenty new precepts are appropriate not only for
monastics, but also for lay Buddhists. Moreover, they suit both Buddhists and the general
public. We know that precepts that are suitable for monastics, lay Buddhists, and the
general public are precepts with universal value and broad significance.
The development of the “Fo Guang New Precepts” with universal value and broad
significance is the crystallization of the interaction between the long-term promotion of
core Buddhist values and the universal values of modern human society. They are the best
expression of Humanistic Buddhist precepts. In the history of the evolution of Buddhism,
monastic ethics have been particularly well-developed, while Buddhism’s universal
ethical ideas have never been fully appreciated. This is consistent with the historical
pattern in Buddhism of too much specialization and elitism and too little popularization
and socialization. Another aspect in the history of the evolution of Buddhism has been
the consistent effort to promote Buddhism’s universal values.16 From the precepts of “ten
virtues” for bodhisattvas in early Mahāyāna Buddhism17, to the four grave and forty-three
minor precepts for bodhisattvas in the Discourse on the Stages of Yogic Practice, we can
see Buddhist ethical values moving toward universality. Therefore, from the viewpoint of
the development of Buddhist ethics and the transition to universality in Buddhism with
Humanistic Buddhism, the formulation of the “Fo Guang New Precepts” in Venerable
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Master’s book Hear Me Out: Messages from a Humble Monk should be considered as
having important theoretical and practical significance.
4. The Spiritual Practice of Humanistic Buddhism
In Hear Me Out: Messages from a Humble Monk, Venerable Master highlighted
another notable point. That point is the theory behind Humanistic Buddhism’s teaching
and practice.
A question the average person tends to have is the spiritual cultivation practices
in the daily life of practitioners of Humanistic Buddhism. Many people do not quite
understand the specific ideas and practices of Humanistic Buddhism. They tend to
assume that since Humanistic Buddhism actively engages in worldly affairs, therefore it
must emphasize holding activities and lacking in individual spiritual cultivation. I regard
spiritual cultivation in Humanistic Buddhism as an important part of the theory behind
Venerable Master’s recent teaching. Not only did he respond to such questions in his
book, but also because the issue has very important practical significance for us to have
a deep understanding of the nature of Humanistic Buddhism, and even for the further
sustained development of Humanistic Buddhism.
In Chapter 32 of Hear Me Out: Messages from a Humble Monk, “Memories of
Monastic Cultivation,” Venerable Master opened with a clear and unambiguous response
to the questions about his spiritual practice:
In my life journey as a humble monk, people generally think
that I am only engaged in writing articles, organizing activities,
building temples, expounding the teachings, doing One-Stroke
Calligraphy, interacting with high officials, and traveling overseas.
However, organizing activities, building temples, expounding the
teachings, are these not considered cultivation?18
From his perspective, the cultivation of an individual is considered “private
practice.” There is no value in publicizing it to everyone. However, due to the fact that
people are often presumptuously critical, and that many devotees were suggesting that
he record them, in the book Venerable Master noted his own “traditional practices of the
past” such as taking the precepts, prostrating to Guanyin, various ascetic practices, no
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eating after noontime, pricking blood to copy sūtras, participating in Amitābha chanting
retreats, chanting the Buddha’s name, and so on.
Venerable Master has not denied the effectiveness of such traditional practices
for spiritual cultivation. Rather, he has gratefully acknowledged that such practices have
indeed been of boundless benefit to him throughout his life.19 However, the focus of his
written description of his personal cultivation is not on describing the traditional practices,
but instead to express the new spiritual concepts of Humanistic Buddhism that he has
deeply savored. So, the paragraphs below are very important:
After thirty years of age, this humble monk’s thoughts have
transformed. I began to feel that cultivation is not in the form, nor
in the words, and it is not pretending to show off. The true skill
acquired in practical learning is very important. Practical learning,
besides continuing to advocate simplicity, is to personally living
a simple life. The simplicity of eating just rice and vegetables,
having to sleep on a sofa, and having only one chair is a practice.
Even if this humble monk has to sleep on the floor, he is able to
rest peacefully and be comfortable.
Regarding so-called “spiritual cultivation,” this humble monk
is of the view that Humanistic Buddhism should treat walking,
sitting, sleeping, food, clothing, shelter, transportation, and even
any type of chore or activity in daily life as spiritual cultivation.
Like the great Chan masters who honed their spiritual practice
while performing chores...so service is a spiritual practice,
making vows is a spiritual practice, and asceticism is a spiritual
cultivation.
In the context of Humanistic Buddhism, this humble monk also
realized the spiritual cultivation of a householder, the spiritual
cultivation while at work, and the spiritual cultivation of human
relationships. There are also the spiritual practices of how you
control, transcend, and sublimate yourself within the realm
of the five desires and the six sensory fields. Therefore, I have
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changed “spiritual cultivation” to “cultivating the mind.” This is
because the purpose of cultivating the mind is to change one’s
temperament by transforming the inner heart while purifying
the spirit, purifying one’s thoughts, body, and mind, as well as
fostering moral values and being a righteous person.
These few paragraphs concisely and systematically summarize the main features
of Venerable Master’s philosophy on Humanistic Buddhist practice. First, the practice
of Humanistic Buddhism focuses on content rather than form. Therefore, he advocates
that there must be “true learning and ability” for practice. The practice of Humanistic
Buddhism can be said to prioritize content over form.
Second, Humanistic Buddhism regards “real life” as its primary value, and “real
life” refers to clothing, food, shelter, transportation, and other concrete activities of daily
life. Then it is consistent with the ideal of Humanistic Buddhism of valuing real life.
Practitioners of Humanistic Buddhism should place emphasis on cultivation in their daily
life, such as practicing while walking, eating, lying down, or at work.
Third, another important value of Humanistic Buddhism is caring for society.
Humanistic Buddhism is a social Buddhism. “Society” refers to human life and social
relationships such as family life, work life, professional life, ethical life, and so on. The
practice of Humanistic Buddhism should pay attention to spiritual practice and refinement
within social relationships.
Fourth, Humanistic Buddhist practice places value on human minds, paying
attention to the cultivation and purification of people’s minds. Striving to become a moral
person is practicing Humanistic Buddhism. If we say a person has a high level of “spiritual
practice” but is not a moral and upright person, not only is that not being righteous, but it
also lacks moral courage.
In reference to the spiritual practice and study of Humanistic Buddhism, there is
another important issue that needs to be addressed. People often wonder if the spiritual
practice of Humanistic Buddhism is limited to the practice of morality in the world, or is
there a transcendent nature as well? At the end of his work, Venerable Master includes a
discussion that is helpful for understanding this issue. The following two passages are as
follows:
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More than ten years ago, this humble monk advocated the
Three Acts of Goodness. This is equivalent to the three types
of karma in Buddhism: body, speech, and mind. That is, doing
good deeds, speaking good words, and thinking good thoughts.
In modern terms, these are often referred to as truth, virtue, and
beauty. Saying good words is speaking the truth. Good actions are
virtuous deeds. Good thoughts in the mind are aesthetics beauty.
The Three Acts of Goodness of our body, speech, and mind, are
these not truth, virtue, and beauty?20
At the Buddha Museum, this humble monk named the eight
pagodas as One Teaching, Two Assemblies, Three Acts of
Goodness, Four Givings, Five Harmonies, Six Perfections, Seven
Admonishments, and Eightfold Noble Path. If one can achieve
the values expounded by the eight pagodas, life in the human
realm is perfected. In perfecting a human life, is one not able to
correspond to the Buddha?21
In the first paragraph above, Venerable Master Hsing Yun applied Fo Guang Shan’s
Three Acts of Goodness to explain the conceptual idea of spiritual practice in Humanistic
Buddhism. The Three Acts of Goodness explains the traditional Buddhist theory of three
types of karma (body, speech, and mind) with the modern terms of doing good deeds,
speaking good words, and having good thoughts. He pointed out that when a person
practices the Three Acts of Goodness, the person is also practicing truth, virtue, and
beauty. In the second paragraph, he explained the reasoning behind the eight pagodas in
Fo Guang Shan Buddha Museum. He noted that, if one is able to practice in accordance to
the values of the eight pagodas, one has also attained perfection in the human realm. The
perfection in the human realm corresponds to the Buddha realm. The discussion in these
two paragraphs about spiritual practice particularly emphasize the values of truth, virtue,
and beauty, in addition to the correspondence between the Buddha realm and the perfection
of human lives. In this regard, regardless whether it is “truth, virtue, and beauty” or
“perfection of human lives,” these both point in the direction of transcendence. Therefore,
the spiritual practice of Humanistic Buddhism includes the value of transcendence. After
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a careful reading of the two paragraphs above, this cannot be doubted.
5. Hsing Yun Economics
“To be content with few desires” is the basic value and philosophy of Indian
Buddhism.22 “To be content with poverty and strive for virtue” represents the outlook on
life and system of values that Chinese Buddhism has inherited from Indian Buddhism.23
However, a Buddhist organization differs from the individual practices of monastics.
There is also a great difference between the individual practices of monastics and those
of lay Buddhist devotees. In modern society where establishing temples and initiating
various cultural and educational activities for Buddhism thrive, a close connection
between Buddhism and money is inevitable. With this in mind, it is obvious the question
of money and wealth is an issue that must be dealt with in modern Buddhism. It is a highly
sensitive issue, as well as a practical one. If it is not properly handled, it will be harmful
to Buddhism to the point of making it difficult for it to fulfill its sacred duty of liberating
human beings.
One direct cause of Hear Me Out: Messages from a Humble Monk was the media
exposure of the financial issues of Taiwan’s Buddhist Compassion Relief Tzu Chi
Foundation. Venerable Master Hsing Yun could not help but stand up to defend the
reputation and image of Buddhism. This shows the close affinity between Buddhism
and finance. It is a practical problem as well as a major issue of pressing significance
to contemporary Buddhism. This unusual creative inspiration for the book allowed an
opportunity for Venerable Master to ponder how to express his thoughts on money. I have
coined the term “Hsing Yun Economics” to highlight his ideas on financial matters in the
context of Humanistic Buddhism.
One of the core concepts of “Hsing Yun Economics” is revealed in the term “humble
monk”:
In the past, monks in Mainland China would modestly call
themselves “humble monks.” I used to dislike this address, because
the inner heart of the monk contains a treasure as immense as the
three thousand realms of a major chiliocosm. Why the derogatory
term “humble monk”? I could not have three meals a day as a
child in a poor family, but I never thought of my family as being
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poor. Although we had no money to pay for school, I still had my
hands, feet, eyes, ears, nose, mouth, and my body all in one piece.
Why should I think of myself as poor?24
Despite the immense expenditures of money that have made so
many achievements possible, I now feel I am actually a “humble
monk” as I approach the age of ninety. Why? Because none of
this is mine; it is shared by the public and community. As we
say, “coming from the ten directions, and so going back to the
ten directions, to accomplish the matters of the ten directions;
tens of thousands of people giving and donating, joining in close
affinity.” All this has nothing to do with me; I am only a part of its
causes and conditions.25
From the two quotes above, we can see how Venerable Master explained the
interesting course of his acceptance of the title “humble monk.” He struggled in his mind
over this title in his early years, as he found himself already in abundance of everything.
Even as a monastic, he felt the same way, and so he dismissed the title “humble monk” as
an act of “self-depreciation,” which he considered disgraceful when he was young. Yet,
on reaching the age of ninety, he gladly adopted the title “humble monk” because he has
come to realize all the riches do not belong to him. They are for Buddhism, to be used by
the community and the ten directions.
It can be seen that Venerable Master loathed the title “humble monk” as a teenager,
but it does not mean that he was greedy for money. In fact, it refers to his distaste for
the Buddhists of a certain social, historical, and cultural environment who were “selfdeprecating” and were unwilling to make spiritual progress. On approaching ninety at
a time when he has become world-renowned for propagating the Buddhist teachings
throughout the world, he happily accepts the title “humble monk,” not to strive for a
good reputation, but to indicate a self-awareness of the basic values of Buddhism. As a
distinguished teacher of modern Humanistic Buddhism, he is reflecting upon himself, the
world, and the need to safeguard the basic values of Buddhism in an era of commerce and
industry.
In his book, Venerable Master not only states that he is qualified to be called a
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“humble monk,” but also states that Venerable Cheng Yen of the Buddhist Compassion
Relief Tzu Chi Foundation is a “humble monk.” He even wrote that over a thousand or
more monastic disciples in Fo Guang Shan are qualified to be known as “humble monks”:
As I recall, fifty years ago when we founded Fo Guang Shan I
had vowed not to accumulate wealth, as I believe in “owning
everything by having nothing, and happiness is found in
emptiness.” I did not conduct rituals for repentance, chant
sūtras, beg for alms, ask for government subsidies, or even go
to lay devotees’ homes. For fifty odd years, I have never been to
department stores or supermarkets to buy things. As this humble
monk has had no money in his pockets, all that is given belongs
to the Fo Guang Shan community. I would even refrain from
receiving the red envelopes given to me by the devotees. I am at
peace with myself being a “humble monk” all my life. I consider
enjoying being poor a source of happiness.26
Just take Venerable Cheng Yen for instance, I believe she lives
a simple and thrifty life, and does everything for society. In Fo
Guang Shan, over a thousand bhikṣu and bhikṣuṇī do not get a
salary for working every day of the week. The classrooms and
dormitories they use are maintained with traditional facilities
from fifty years ago. Where they live, there is no air conditioning.
Air conditioning is only available in guest rooms. Everyone is
content with poverty and striving for virtue in their community
services. Why don’t those who criticize without trying to
understand the circumstances do some research on these causes
and conditions? Don’t they see the mind, life, and deeds of these
“humble monks”?27
Venerable Master commended Venerable Cheng Yen of Tzu Chi for her lifestyle of
“simplicity and thrift, all for society.” He dared to address himself as a “humble monk”
for being able to live as a “humble monk,”28 called the bhikṣu and bhikṣuṇī of Fo Guang
Shan “humble monks” who are content with poverty, and considered many of the “humble
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monks” of Taiwanese Buddhism who have contributed to building a “Beautiful Taiwan.”
He wanted to protect the reputation of Buddhist monastics and compliment them on
their achievements. It was in this context that he wrote Hear Me Out: Messages from a
Humble Monk. Accordingly, he meant to reveal the positive meaning of the term “humble
monk.” Buddhist monastic practitioners should live a life of simplicity without need of
wealth. This is the first level of Venerable Master’s thoughts on economics in Humanistic
Buddhism as I understand it.
The fact that Buddhist monastic practitioners live a life away from riches, while
at the same time having a need to accumulate funds to spend on activities to propagate
the Dharma is an aspect of the Buddhist communal life with two sides to it. Therefore, if
maintaining the monastic life of contentment with poverty was the first level of “Hsing
Yun Economics,” then the second level would be to delve into the rationale for the
“accumulation of wealth” in Buddhism—the problem of how it should acquire and spend
money for Dharma propagation. Venerable Master referred to it as the “notion of wealth”
in Humanistic Buddhism. He dealt with the concept of “wealth for the lay devotees and
poverty for the monasteries” in four specific aspects.
1.

Allow lay devotees to have money, “storing wealth in them”: We should let
lay devotees have money so as to make Buddhism rich. If they are poor, so is
Buddhism. There is no need to store wealth in monasteries. Instead, we should
alleviate the financial burden of the devotees by allowing them to accumulate
wealth.

2.

Allow Fo Guang Shan to be “poor,” but engage in educational and cultural
initiatives: Fo Guang Shan has been undertaking educational and cultural
tasks such as running post-secondary educational institutions, deploying the
Cloud and Water Mobile Library trucks, and the Cloud and Water Mobile
Clinics; providing medical treatment and library services to villages and remote
regions; and running a newspaper and a television station. These undertakings
impoverish Fo Guang Shan. Poverty can be a positive condition, as it can
invigorate disciples of Fo Guang Shan to work hard and be diligent. Poverty
is in fact a driving force to promote the continuous development of Buddhism.
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3.

Value the devotees’ vow of charity, especially that of ordinary devotees: Fo
Guang Shan has always appreciated the generous donations of large amounts, but
regards donations of small amounts as even more important. Small contributions
often come from people of modest means and are therefore precious.

4.

Giving should not be an act of self-inflicted regret or harassment: Fo Guang
Shan has always made it clear to the devotees they should focus their donations
in one area, either cultural, educational, or charitable initiatives. There is no
need to burden themselves in every aspect of these initiatives. Contributions
should not be a source of pressure for them. In that sense, they will gladly
donate without burdening themselves with self-inflicted regret or harassment.29

Under “Hsing Yun Economics,” Fo Guang Shan has been continuously developing
its Dharma propagation for fifty years with a vast system of educational and cultural
undertakings. Its continuous growth and success demonstrates the great and profound
wisdom of “Hsing Yun Economics.” It is exactly the wisdom of expedient means that
enables the Dharma propagation initiatives of Humanistic Buddhism to flourish in this
era of industry and commerce.
The principle of the third level in the principle of “Hsing Yun Economics” can
be summarized as “doing only what corresponds to the Buddha’s teachings.” Venerable
Master says:
Regarding the commercialization of Fo Guang Shan, it has
the principle of “doing only what corresponds to the Buddha’s
teachings.” We have never owned any for-profit businesses.
In running educational institutions, we provide students with
clothing and boarding; in organizing Short-Term Monastic
Retreats and summer camps, we incur huge expenses; running a
public television station, mobile libraries, a newspaper, journals,
and magazines, are all expensive. It is fortunate we have so many
kind-hearted lay devotees that support us. As long as they benefit
society and help purify people’s minds, we are willing to continue
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our social services, even though “the days are hard, but continue
to carry on.”30
The principle of “doing only what corresponds to the Buddha’s teachings” is to make
a strict distinction between the various Dharma propagation undertakings of Humanistic
Buddhism as represented by Fo Guang Shan and the worldly profitable undertakings in the
commercialized sectors. As we all know, the basic aim of commercial ventures is to make
a profit. The aim of the various social undertakings run by Fo Guang Shan is to benefit
people by purifying their minds. There is a clear boundary between the two. Venerable
Master’s remark not only tells the public there is nothing in common between the Dharma
propagation undertakings of Humanistic Buddhism and the commercial activities that
aim only at profit-making, but he has also drawn a clear line between the Humanistic
Buddhism economics of Dharma propagation and the economics of the business world.
In my recent interview, I pointed out the three crises that exist in contemporary
Buddhism in Mainland China: over-commercialization, the transformation into
the “chicken soup” of the soul, and the prevalence of mysticism.31 These crises are
interconnected. Over-commercialization is the greatest concern. It has grown to the
point of damaging the healthy growth of Buddhism in China. Some critics mistake the
predicament of these chaotic phenomena for the consequences caused by the advocacy
of Humanistic Buddhism, whether hidden or obvious. They are in fact the result of an
over-emphasis on making money and distorted social values, as well as the manifestation
of common social karma. These criticisms violate the basic principles of dependent
origination and karma in the Buddhist analysis of social phenomena. They are also
contrary to the facts. In my interview, I pointed out the correct antidote against these
three crises should be to return to the Buddha’s original intents, as advocated by Taixu,
many virtuous eminent monks, and , the distinguished practitioner of modern Humanistic
Buddhism.
6. Hsing Yun Politics
What is the relationship between Buddhism and politics? As a teacher of Humanistic
Buddhism, this is a subject that has concerned all of his life. Early on, while still a youth
in China under the ordained Dharma name Jin Chueh (今覺), he had already published
articles discussing the relationship between Buddhism and politics in Awakening the
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Multitude Weekly News (覺群), a journal under the influence of Taixu. In addressing
Taixu’s viewpoint that Buddhism is “to show concern for politics without interfering
in governance,” the young Venerable Master had suggested that a more proactive and
positive approach, with greater insight and interaction between Buddhism and politics
was required. Such views on the subject highlighted that the young author may have had
a greater Buddhist political ideal than Taixu on the relationship between Buddhism and
politics. In his later work, Hear Me Out: Messages from a Humble Monk, he wrote “I
advocate ‘to show concern for politics without interfering in governance’,” reaffirming
the political philosophy of Humanistic Buddhism.
While maintaining the basic and core values of Buddhism, Humanistic Buddhism
demonstrates a greater concern with regard to the reality of life and society. In regard
to the relationship among Buddhism, real life, and society, economics and politics are
two areas in which Buddhism interacts with society and whereby society influences
Buddhism. Therefore, I refer to all sections of the book where discusses the thoughts and
ideas on the matter of money and wealth as “Hsing Yun Economics.” Similarly, all views
and concepts relating to politics in the book are referred to as “Hsing Yun Politics.” In
this manner, Venerable Master’s unique ideologies can be more accurately demonstrated,
at the same time highlighting the invaluable concern Humanistic Buddhism places on the
above-mentioned matters.
Venerable Master finds the repeated attacks calling him a “political monk”
incomprehensible, stating in the book that:
The title of “political monk,” given to me by newspapers and
magazines, is nothing new. Of course, there has been more
slander than honor, with those critical of me questioning what
is a monk doing getting involved in politics? I have taken this
comment to heart and have taken exception to it. This is because
we do not have to participate in politics. As Buddhists, we cannot
disregard our duty of care for society, our care for the happiness
and financial security of the people.32
Venerable Master finds the criticism of being a “political monk” “incomprehensible
despite deep thought.” He is clearly expressing that the average person’s personal
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perspective and understanding of the relationship between Buddhism and politics
underlies their criticism of him, and that such accusations are based on misconceptions
and therefore unreasonable. Hence, he finds it “incomprehensible though [he] has given
[it] deep thought.” The concept and vision of political science based on Humanistic
Buddhism considerations the core traditional values of Buddhism and political science, as
well as the relationship between Buddhism and politics.
Foremost, in evaluating the value of politics and governance, Venerable Master
states:
There is nothing bad about politics. Famous politicians such as
Churchill of the United Kingdom, Lincoln of the United States,
Roosevelt of the United States, and former German Chancellor
Kohl served their country, served the people, sought social welfare
and benefits for the people, and creating great merit for the world.
There are also some politicians who misuse their power for their
own interest, showing a lack of care and concern for the country
and the people. Of course, they cannot be praised.33
Politics at its very core is the governance of the people. Hence, politics is an integral
part of human life, an aspect that is indispensable. It holds intrinsic and positive meaning
and value. In other words, Venerable Master sees the intrinsic value of politics in an
affirmative and positive light. He does not place emphasis on the flawed, corrupted, and
ugly manifestations of politics in the human world. However, the shortcomings of politics
do not negate its fundamental role as a system of public governance for the people. It is
to be acknowledged that politics has inherent value. In his words, politics “is not bad.”
Next is an assessment of the political orientation of Buddhist beliefs. In this regard,
expresses his intention through an explication of the political ideas of the founder of
Buddhism, Śākyamuni Buddha. Venerable Master states:
Thinking back to our Buddha—after Śākyamuni Buddha’s
enlightenment, the kings of India often sought his consultation. For
example, King Bimbisara of Magadha Kingdom in the Southern
of India and King Prasenajit in Northern India’s Kosala Kingdom
frequently consulted the Buddha in regard to governance of the
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country. In addressing politics, the Buddha delivered the Sūtra
for Humane Kings and advocated moral and ethical governance
by benevolent rulers. The Buddha never indicated that Buddhism
cannot be concerned for the affairs of the mundane world.34
The above paragraph is of utmost importance, as it explains the essence of the
Buddha’s political philosophy. It concludes that the Buddha “did not state that Buddhism
cannot be concerned with politics.” That is to say, the Buddha’s ideas and beliefs should
have encompassed a political dimension. To further demonstrate this, recalls the following
from his earlier work The Biography of Śākyamuni Buddha in which he recounted
Buddha’s guidance to Minister Varṣākāra on the seven laws to governing the country
and how to protect Vajji from invasion by King Ajatasatru. This story demonstrates that
the Buddha deeply cared for governance and politics, and the profound political wisdom
Buddhism holds. This section of text concludes with:
The Buddha did not shy away from worldly affairs, he “showed
concern for politics without interfering in governance.” The
Buddha gave responsibility for the protection of Buddhism to the
state. Buddhism embraced the people and supported the society
and state.35
In the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, politics has gradually progressed into
an era of democratic governance. Has there been a fundamental shift in the relationship
between Buddhism and politics in this era of democratic governance, and should there be
no involvement between Buddhism and politics? Without a doubt, the answer is negative.
In the 1940s, after much consideration in the matter, Taixu had proposed the idea of
“concern for politics without interfering in governance.” Over time, this ideal also formed
the principle by which Venerable Master addresses matters regarding the relationship
between Buddhism and politics. In his book, he wrote:
Master Taixu was the unequivocal leader of New Buddhism. He
instigated the reform of Buddhism, namely “doctrine reform,
educational enterprise reform, and education system reform,” as
well as proposing the guiding principle of “concern for politics
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without interfering in governance.” I believe the entire Buddhist
community will uphold this as a guideline. Everyone cares for
the livelihood of mankind, and cares more for the happiness of
society than in political roles. I believe the educated contemporary
person should respect the fact that, though Buddhists have already
denounced their right to govern the nation, they should however
not be asked to give up caring for the welfare of the people.36
In this passage, “Buddhists” refers to the ordained monastics. It is expressing that
Buddhist monastics have to give up their rights to govern the country in a concrete manner.
They should not, however, forego their basic political right to care for the welfare of the
people. This should clarify the terms “showing concern for politics” and “interfering in
governance.” Monastics share concern for political affairs, yet do not get involved in
politics. In this respect, Venerable Master’s ideal is consistent with the spirit of Taixu’s.
However, Venerable Master’s resolve is more determined and proactive than that of Taixu
in relation to monastics actively fulfilling their right and duty to “show concerned for
politics,” and appealing to society to not deprive them of their right to care for the welfare
of the people. His is more active, determined, and active in this regard because of his
experience living in the era of democratic governance and having a greater understanding
of the essence of democracy:
Some people in the Taiwan media have been critical, saying, “An
ordained monk who wants to interfere with society? Wanting to
be involved in politics? And still wants to share viewpoints?”
Regarding these comments, I am in deep disagreement. Ordained
monastics are required to serve in the army and still pay taxes.
Denouncing the mundane world does not mean denouncing the
country, so why are we not allowed to care for and be concerned
for the welfare of the country? Am I not able to express my
concerns regarding the welfare of the people? Where is the
responsibility of this humble monk to embody the magnanimous
love for the world?37
I have not been stripped of my civil rights. To that sector of the
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public and media who are critical, are you so heartless to want to
rob monastics of their civil rights? Is it mere ignorance, or do you
lack the understanding of the true meaning of democracy?38
It can be seen from these passages that “Hsing Yun Politics” embodies a deep
understanding of the relationship between Buddhism and politics within liberal democratic
societies. In liberal democratic societies, monastics “forego” the right to govern. They
should not, however, give up the right to care for the welfare of society. From the society’s
standpoint, in accepting that monastics “forego” their right to govern, there should be
respect and support for Buddhist practitioners to exercise their right to care for the welfare
of humanity. Under the model of liberal democratic governance, Venerable Master aims to
create a more positive relationship between Buddhism and politics.
Venerable Master not only holds this ideal in his mind, he has practiced it. By not
directly partaking in politics and governance, he has upheld his duties as a monk. His
involvement has instead been through authoring books discussing the issues related to the
welfare of humanity in modern society, offering wisdom founded upon Buddhist beliefs
and making positive contributions towards the wellbeing of humanity. A significant
contribution made by modern Humanistic Buddhism towards Buddhist ideology and
the cause of peace is the pragmatic progress Venerable Master has made in relation to
theoretical considerations of achieving peaceful relations across the Cross-Strait. This can
be called “Hsing Yun Political Science,” an important aspect of “Hsing Yun Politics.” He
wrote in the book that “I am a monk. I have been a member of the Nationalist Party. I am
Chinese. These are facts that I cannot change. These are also my ideals and beliefs.” These
few words exemplify his thoughts on the matter. Not long into writing the Hear Me Out:
Messages from a Humble Monk, he also began to write Thoughts of Compassion: A Way
Out for Both Sides of the Strait to continue to bring forth the views and thoughts stemming
from “Hsing Yun Political Science.”
Conclusion: A classic work on the beliefs and ideas of modern Humanistic Buddhism
Hear Me Out: Messages from a Humble Monk is the most recent work on
Humanistic Buddhism by Venerable Master. It has served to affirm the guiding
principles in the development of Humanistic Buddhism. In transitional period of modern
Humanistic Buddhism, it provides clear direction and guidance on the sensitive topics
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of the relationship between monastics and devotees, and on gender issues. There is also
systematic and explicit guidance in relation to the precepts, spiritual practice, economics,
and political science. The book covers a range of other subject areas relevant to Humanistic
Buddhism that could not all be discussed in this article. In short, the book provides a clear,
systematic, rich, and profound concept of Humanistic Buddhism. It is a classic of modern
Humanistic Buddhism, presenting significant guidance and theory for the present and for
future development and sustained growth.
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